PROFESSIONAL BEDDING CONCEPT FOR VETERINARY MEDICINE

Safety and comfort for the animal.
Versatile and easy to use.
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BEDDING CONCEPT FOR VETERINARY PRACTICE

Since 1961 we manufacture quality products for the medical and emergency services in human medicine. Decades of experience
in welding of flat films is reflecting in our products in terms of quality, durability and hygiene aspects. We process uncompromisingly high quality and robust materials. The same quality standards we also set in veterinary medicine. Special designs on
customer request and an individual product design are usually realisable.

Operating table pads
Framed welded treatment table pads with foam filling. Also available with handles for
carrying anesthetized, weak or heavy animals.

Coated special fabric foils
Slip - resistant, black bottom
Robust and easy to handle
Scratch - proof
Hygienic and easy to clean, because
welded all around
Insulates and protects against cooling
Relieves the pressure
Transport between kennel
box / vehicle and treatment table
hassle free and easy
Different sizes available
With handles
# 5345 60 × 110 cm, orange / black
# 5346 60 × 120 cm, orange / black

Without handles
# 5347 55 × 115 cm,black / black
# 53471 55 × 125 cm, black / black
# 53472 60 × 120 cm, black / black

Operating table vacuum mattresses
Serve to stabilize the animal during surgery, providing safety, comfort and pressure
relief. For very heavy animals with reinforced handles.

# 90148
CPC Inline Valve

#
#
#
#
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5931
5932
5933
5934

60 × 110 cm, with four handles
60 × 115 cm, with six reinforced handles
75 × 115 cm, with six reinforced handles
85 × 125 cm, with six reinforced handles

Reinforced handles

Made of very durable, coated
nylon fabric
Proven MICROSPACE filling ensures
best adaptability
latex - free
100% X - rays permeable, MRI
and CT compatible
Dimensionally stable and
slip - resistant bottom
scratch - proof
Insulates and protects against cooling
Plastic valve for one - handed operation
Handles for carrying anesthetized,
weak or heavy animals

ACCESSORIES AND SPECIAL DESIGN

Accessories
Vacuum cushion

Vacuum pump

Non-Slip-Pad

Repair set

# 5935 40 × 70 cm
# 5937 60 × 80 cm
For small animals or as additional
storage aid / stabilization, MICROSPACE Styrofoam filling

# 5370 Länge 45 cm, rot
Plastic vacuum pump

# 5341 25 × 35 cm
Anti - slip mat, black, prevents slippage of the OP
pad / OP mattress on the
operating table

# 5939
Consisting of self - adhesive, transparent film and cleaning pads for
minor repairs on location

Ice compresses „Softy-Pack“

Sand bags in foil

Sand bags in imitation leather

# 1001 15 × 24 cm
# 1002 24 × 30 cm
Hard wearing nylon fabric, reusable and
easy - care, storage in the freezer
(down to - 20°C)

PVC film, red,
for stabilization or fixation of the
patient

Available in brown, pink and ocean, for
stabilization or fixation of the patient

Foil
item number

Weight

Dimensions

Imitation leather
item number
Weight

Dimensions

# 4000

0,5 kg

15 × 15 cm

# 4100

0,5 kg

15 × 15 cm

# 4001

1,2 kg

15 × 25 cm

# 4101

1,2 kg

15 × 25 cm

# 4002

2,0 kg

18 × 27 cm

# 4102

2,0 kg

18 × 27 cm

# 4003

2,5 kg

18 × 34 cm

# 4103

2,5 kg

18 × 34 cm

# 4004

4,5 kg

18 × 45 cm

# 4104

4,5 kg

18 × 45 cm

# 4005

3,5 kg

24 × 30 cm

# 4105

3,5 kg

24 × 30 cm

# 4006

4,0 kg

25 × 35 cm

# 4106

4,0 kg

25 × 35 cm

# 4007

7,0 kg

30 × 45 cm

# 4107

7,0 kg

30 × 45 cm

# 704551

1,0 kg

9 × 50 cm

# 1305 120 × 15 cm, Fixing bandage with
pocket for ice compress

Item number addition for colours:
brown -without, pink -10, ocean -12

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN OUR HEAT OR COLD COMPRESSES, PLEASE ASK FOR OUR
THERMOFORM PROSPECT!

Custom made products
We also offer solutions for large animals, especially for horses. Extra - large, robust
vacuum mattresses are already been created for operations. The equipment of
anaesthesia- and wake up - boxes for horses is also possible.
Individual customer requirements are primary. Please contact us for information
and pictures!
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BUSINESS ADRESS
You will find us in Garbsen, near Hanover (Northern Germany)
with very good access to motorways and the airport!

FACEBOOK

YOUTUBE

DOWNLOAD

B.u.W. Schmidt GmbH

B.u.W. Schmidt

www.buwschmidt.com

Please download further information and product brochures from our
website.

Since 1961, B. u. W. Schmidt GmbH in Garbsen near Hanover has produced precision products made of highfrequency welded flat sheets
for the health and emergency services sector. Faultless quality and
workmanship, easy handling and rugged materials are the basis for
the uncompromising safety of our products.
Our service ensures short delivery times and fast repairs in our factory. The quality management system of B. u. W. Schmidt GmbH is
EN ISO 13485 certified. All equipment complies with the German Medical Device Act (MPG) and bears the CE mark.
If you cannot find the desired items or dimensions in this brochure,
please contact us regarding custom production. Our computer - aided
production system enables us to make equipment to meet your individual requirements in all sizes up to 150 × 250 cm.

P L A S T I C P RO D U C T S
02.2020

for health and emergency services

B. u. W. Schmidt GmbH

Porschestraße 29

Tel.: +49 (0) 5131 / 6008

Fax: +49 (0) 5131 / 96393

D-30827 Garbsen
E-Mail: mail@buwschmidt.com

www.buwschmidt.com
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